
23 November 2020

Dr. Duane Thresher
1039 Longview Lane
Culpeper VA 22701

dt126@caa.columbia.edu

Reddit, Inc.
Attn: CEO Steve Huffman
Re: Lawsuit
1455 Market Street, Suite 1600
San Francisco CA 94103

Reddit, Inc.
Attn: CEO Steve Huffman
c/o Corporation Service Company
Re: Lawsuit
251 Little Falls Drive
Wilmington DE 19808

Mr. Huffman:

This is regarding my enclosed letter to Reddit of 19 August 2020 that begins

It has been brought to my attention by clients of my consulting firm, Apscitu
Inc., that whenever one Googles “Duane Thresher”, the top result is always a
libelous Reddit thread about me:

https://www.reddit.com/r/NoStupidQuestions/comments/6796an/
who is climate expert dr duane thresher/

This question and numerous libelous answers were written by anonymous writers and posted
by an anonymous Reddit moderator, all with the full support of Reddit.

As I pointed out in the letter, the reputation of a consultant is his most valuable asset and
your Reddit post harms my reputation and thus damages me, so I will be suing Reddit. This
means you, your moderator, and your writers.

I noted from the enclosed USPS Priority Mail tracking of this letter, that due to a fraudulent
address by you, meant to make it hard for people to contact you about legal matters, on
your corporate User Agreement webpage

https://www.redditinc.com/policies/user-agreement

that my letter did not reach you until 15 September 2020, 24 days after it should have.



For proof of this fraud:

Enclosed is, via the Internet Archive, the address page from your User Agreement webpage
from the day I wrote the letter, 19 August 2020; URL at page bottom includes “20200819”.
This page shows the same address I used for the letter:

Reddit, Inc.
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco, CA 94102

Just minutes after (9:52 AM PDT, 16:52 GMT) my letter finally reached you on 15 September
2020 (9:47 AM PDT, 16:47 GMT), your User Agreement webpage still showed that address,
as proven by the enclosed Internet Archive User Agreement address page from then; URL
at page bottom includes “202009151652”.

However, less than 2.5 hours later (12:25 PM PDT, 19:25 GMT), the address on your User
Agreement webpage had been hastily changed to

Reddit, Inc.
1455 Market Street, Suite 1600
San Francisco, CA 94103

as proven by the enclosed Internet Archive User Agreement address page from then; URL
at page bottom includes “202009151925”. It remains that to this day.

I clearly was the one that caught you in this fraud.

Sometime after this, you deleted the question and some of the libelous answers, but left at
least one of the libelous answers, in violation of what I demanded in my first letter to you:

You will immediately and completely remove this thread and any mention of
“Duane Thresher” in Reddit ...

Furthermore, that Reddit thread is still a top result from Bing and DuckDuckGo when one
searches for “Duane Thresher”.

I will thus be suing you, your anonymous Reddit moderator, and your anonymous answer
writers. You will provide me with the contact information for the anonymous people. To
refuse will make it easier for me to sue you for damages, and leave you responsible for all of
the damages.

Assuming that you have not lied in your California corporate registration and your Delaware
corporate registration is still in good standing, I will be suing you in U.S. District Court,
District of Delaware, because it is closer to me and I am familiar with it.
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If you have lied, I will sue you in U.S. District Court, Northern District of California. Since
I won’t be requiring a jury trial, this is almost as convenient as Delaware; motions just take
a little longer to reach the court.

As I am a pro se litigant, i.e. representing myself, this will only cost me the $400 filing fee.
My reputation is worth far more to me than that.

If you doubt my willingness and ability to do this, see Dr. Duane Thresher v. Governor
of Virginia Ralph Northam, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Virginia, Judge David
Novak, Case 3:20cv307. I will not hesitate to sue the likes of you.

You may think that registering as a corporation protects you personally from losing every-
thing in a lawsuit, but a corporation’s protections only apply to lawful acts of its officers.
Besides corporate address fraud, libeling me is not a lawful act and you have thus lost your
indemnity. I am coming after your personal assets.

Sincerely,

Dr. Duane Thresher

CEO, Apscitu Inc.
Ph.D., Columbia University
B.S., MIT
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